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A G ‘E-Z’ PipeCut HD Manual

Manual Double-Link Chain Driven Pipe Flame Cutting Machine
4” upwards
TAG’s new ‘E-Z’ Cut portable flame cutting and bevelling chain driven
machines are the economical solution for cutting and bevelling
pipe from 4” upwards. The ‘E-Z’ Cut is small and compact, strong and
reliable, used by contractors, welders and pipe fitters, equally at home
on site or in the workshop.
Technical Specification
The TAG ‘E-Z’ Cut HD is a straight forward hand
operated manual and compact chain -driven pipe cutting
Part No:
EZPCHD
machine that provides a smooth, accurate cutting
Power Supply
N/A
action by incorporating a low gear ratio and worm wheel
Pipe Diameter
100mm (4”) upwards
drive.
The unit also features a quick release Clutch. This allows
Wall Thickness
5 - 50 mm
the operator to disengage the chain from the drive cog
Harris/Victor Type
Torch
Machine Torch
for rapid set up and positioning.
Cut/Bevel Angle
Variable
This unit is offered as a manual version in standard configuraVertical Torch +/50mm
tion, or as a Heavy Duty Version, using a Duplex Chain to
ensure accurate cutting and bevelling of larger diameter
100mm
Lateral Torch +/and heavier wall pipes in more difficult conditions.
Wheel Width
210mm
The TAG ‘E-Z’ CUT flame cutter will cut 5-50mm thick pipe
Weight
16.5kg
with a minimum diameter of 4”(100mm). The bevelling
Dimensions
515(l) x 370(w) x 510 (h)mm
head angle can be set quickly and accurately by scale on a
rack and pinion.
The complete package is supplied together with a length of
guide chain suitable for Pipes up to 16”.
Guide Band
For guaranteed square cuts
and bevels on pipe diameters
larger than 16” we recommend the selection of the
optional guide band system
to suit the relevant pipe
size(s).
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